Case Study

Intelligent Engineering that
Blends Form & Function
PSP Delivers a New Look -- and Smarter Functionality
Opportunity

Early last year, grocery giant Southeastern Grocers approached PSP to help manage the brand changeover on their
upcoming acquisition of Harvey’s Supermarkets, a regional chain in southern Georgia. Though Southeastern chose
to retain the brand name, much of the signage was poor: small, badly located, dated, and difficult to change out. The
challenge was two-fold: Design and produce updated aisle markers and way-finding signage, and distribute and install
the materials for 65 stores in a matter of weeks.
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Solutions

PSP began by conducting walk-throughs with
marketing managers to develop insight into what
would need to be changed. Southeastern Grocers
needed to create as radical an update as possible,
as quickly as possible. PSP re-designed the aisle
markers to make them visible from anywhere in the
store – as well as easy to refresh. The team devised
a design for a four-sided aisle marker fixture with
interchangeable tracks on all sides for maximum
flexibility and readability.
During following store walk throughs, PSP was able
to demo prototypes in the space for items such as
customer service message boards, way-finding,
and the large “wall of value” focal point. This area
was a key driver of sales but it was a challenge for
store personnel to keep the messaging up to date
with weekly changes to circular ads – and virtually
impossible to maintain consistency. PSP designed
a cost-effective, heat-bent sign border with plastic
pouch that allowed stores to do consistent weekly
changeouts.

Success

Tasked with “owning” the signage program for 65
acquired stores, PSP conducted inventory surveys,
specified parts and purchase lists, and then quickly
moved into production. The team built and printed
all the materials, packed them by route, and ran
eight separate installation crews responsible for 2-4
stores per week. PSP’s proprietary software handled
distribution of completion reports, survey photos and
post-install photos. The results speak for themselves:
All 65 stores ready to open on time, with a brand
refresh that greatly improved the customer experience
and efficiency in store.
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